




















































































































































































































Six story building under construction 
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A big earthquake with the Magnitude of7.4 whose epicenter was located on the vicinity of 
Golcuk City occurred on August 17， 1999， inthe west part of the Republic of Turkey. The 
earthquake caused severe damage to buildings and many casua1ties. The author engaged in the 
damage investigation to buildings as the one of the members of the Architectural Institute of 
Japan Reconnaissance Team. 
There are many low-or middle-rise apartment houses made of reinforced concrete (R/C) 
in Turkey. These buildings resist the earthquake horizontalload by only the columns since the 
buildings consist of the open frames without shear walls. The horizontalload carrying capacity 
in the buildings was very poor because of the small cross sectional area of columns. The hollow 
bricks used as the curtain-walls could not resist the earthquake attacks and failed britlely. The 
anchorage details of plain steel bars arranged as the longitudinal reinforcement was 
inappropriate in many buildings. It is supposed that these factors caused the story collapse of 
buildings. 
The damage investigation to whole buildings in the specified areas in Golcuk was carried 
out. The ratio of the number of entirely collapsed buildings to the investigated buildings of 
approximately 2300 was 13.2 percent. 
Many buildings suffered from severe damage by the earthquake in Adapazari (Sakarya) 
similarly with Kocaeli Prefecture. Several buildings inc1ined such as the rigid body due to the 
liquefaction of the soil. 
The six story reinforced concrete apartment house under the construction was researched in 
details since the drawings for the structural design was obtained accidentally. Many columns in 
the first story failed by the flexural compression of the concrete at the top and bottom ends. The 
cracks along columns and beams were remarkable. The base shear coefficient was 0.25 
approximately by the quick computation. This is 0.8 times that of frame buildings designed 
generally in Japan. 
